Celtic Ring Knot

Materials:

3 ft of 550 paracord
(two colors is optional)

Magnet clasp or pop barrel
Connectors

{Cost for this project starts at $2.19}

Step 1: Measure about 1 foot from one end and create a loop with the long side (A) on top going to the right as shown.

Step 2: Bring the long side (A) up and around creating a second loop at the right with the working end on top.

Step 3: Take the long end (A) and place it behind the short end so it is again on the right side.

Step 4: Bring the long working end (A) up and place it over the side of the right loop.
Step 5: Bring the same working end under #1 as shown.

Step 6: Continue over the next cord #2.

Step 7: Now continue and go under #3. Pull the end so you have a similar size loop as the two previous loops. Rotate slightly to the left until your working ends both point down.

Step 8: Grab the cord indicated by the left arrow with your left hand from above the knot. Reach your right hand behind the knot and grab the cord indicated by the right arrow.

Step 9: Carefully pull both cords down and slightly out until they cross the cords beneath them and form new loops.

Step 10: Bring the left working end down through the left loop you created in the previous step.
Step 11: Now take the same working end and bring it up through the middle.

Step 12: Bring the same working end down through the loop you created previously at the right.

Even out the knot and your working ends by pulling on the shorter end and work through the knot tightening bit by bit. If your knot is already small, but your ends are not even, shorten the long end and work the slack through until the short end is lengthened.

You can weave in a second strand for added dimension and texture or simply use two strands simultaneously from the beginning.

Finish with a pop barrel connector or a magnet clasp.